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When very part-time spook Tom Dugan becomes collateral damage in the War on Terror, he's not about to
take it lying down.

Falsely implicated in a hijacking, he's offered a chance to clear himself by helping the CIA snare their real
prey, Dugan's best friend, London ship owner Alex Kairouz. Reluctantly, Dugan agrees to go undercover in
Alex's company, despite doubts about his friend's guilt. Once undercover, Dugan's steadfast refusal to accept
Alex's guilt puts him at odds not only with his CIA superiors, but also with a beautiful British agent with
whom he's romantically involved.

When a tanker is found adrift near Singapore with a dead crew, and another explodes in Panama as Alex lies
near death after a suspicious suicide attempt, Dugan is framed for the attacks. Out of options, and convinced
the attacks are prelude to an even more devastating assault, Dugan eludes capture to follow his last lead to
Russia, only to be shanghaied as an 'advisor' to a Russian Spetsnaz unit on a suicide mission.

Deadly Straits is a non-stop thrill ride, from London streets, to the dry docks of Singapore, to the decks of the
tankers that feed the world's thirst for oil, with stops along the way in Panama, Langley, Virginia, and
Teheran. Richly spiced with detail from the author's 30 years sailing, building, and repairing ships
worldwide, it is, in the words of one reviewer, "fast-paced, multilayered and gripping."

READER COMMENTS

"An awesome book! It has a very Tom Clancy feel. Kudos to Mr. McDermott. Well done, Sir."
D. Bosshardt, Amazon - 5 Stars

"An absolute cracker of a thriller, quite simply on a par with Clancy et al. When I'd finished I wanted more!
A terrific story superbly written.
'Tao" Amazon (UK) - 5 Stars

"A little Clancy, a bit of Ludlum, and a lot of Mr. McDermott!"
Libby Dunkin, Amazon - 5 Stars

"Move over WEB Griffin, Cussler, & Ludlum. Weaving together come-alive characters, McDermott takes us
through an all too realistic plot involving oil tankers used to cause havoc to the worlds' shipping ... a page
turner."
Bob Hopfe, Amazon - 5 Stars

"A brilliant thriller. I was quite surprised that this is a first novel. On par with high ranking thrillers. Action
non-stop ...a great read."
Cheryl M-M, Amazon (UK) - 5 Stars

"In 1994 (Debt of Honor), Tom Clancy used a jumbo jet as a weapon ... it happened on 9/11. In 2011 R.E.
McDermott published "Deadly Straits" where supertankers are used as terror weapons with deadly results.
Let's hope we don't look back and say McDermott predicted that. This is a book of action and suspense, well



written with multiple plots woven into one coherent whole. I've read several best-sellers that are legends in
the genre and this book is as well done as any of them, if not better."
Stephen C. Lovely, Amazon - 5 Stars

"McDermott consistently gets it right. The captains, mates and engineers sound like captains, mates and
engineers ... like visiting old friends. Tom Dugan - a skilled professional a bit rough around the edges -
works well as the protagonist. Smart and educated, he also regularly gets grease under his nails, and moves
easily between action and insight. A book even a thriller skeptic and ship geek can love. A gripping read -
highly recommended."
Rick Spilman, The Old Salt Blog - 5 Stars

"In a book that takes no prisoners, McDermott tells a tale of high seas terrorism and tells it well. Go get this
one, right now!"
Nancy, Cheryl's Book Nook - 5 Stars

"In 20 years at sea as mate and captain, I've been through the Panama Canal too many times to count, and
through the Bosphorus and Malacca Straits as well.  You nailed it. Yours was the first novel to convince me
the author had been there too. Well Done."
Captain Dave Fath (email)
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From reader reviews:

Timothy Holeman:

The book untitled Deadly Straits is the e-book that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of
the reserve content that will be shown to you. The language that writer use to explained their way of doing
something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of research when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of Deadly Straits from
the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Jimmy Stone:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book mainly book entitled Deadly
Straits your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that maybe not
known for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a book then become one
application form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get just before. The Deadly Straits
giving you another experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful details for your
better life with this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind will
likely be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try
this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Mary Lamm:

This Deadly Straits is great book for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who
have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it info
accurately using great arrange word or we can declare no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but hard
core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Deadly Straits in your hand like obtaining the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no book that offer you world
with ten or fifteen small right but this book already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hey there
Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt this?

Ronald Meyers:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our information for everything. By a book we can know
everything we wish. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year has
been exactly added. This guide Deadly Straits was filled in relation to science. Spend your extra time to add
your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when they reading some
sort of book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a book. In the modern era
like currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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